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ABSTRACT 
Videogames and virtual worlds are a rich source of spatial 
interaction. These digitally coded environments have been 
specifically constructed to host particular forms of activity. 
They range from single player games to vast social networks. 
But how is play spatialized in videogames and virtual worlds? 
Roger Caillois introduced the terms paidia and ludus in his 
seminal work, Man, Play and Games, to describe an axis of 
play between structured rule-driven games and freeform 
imaginative play. This paper examines how paidia and ludus 
are spatialized in videogames and virtual worlds through formal 
goals and spatial rules. This paper articulates the spatialization 
of play as terra ludus and terra paidia, where spatial goals, 
resources and player agency channel play. Yet other games 
appear to offer freeform play but instead constrain the player to 
pursue implicit goals and restrict play to a selection from a 
series of prefabricated choices. Situated between the control of 
a terra ludus and the spatial freedom of a terra paidia, this 
paper describes an intermediate construction of space, a terra-
prefab. As a conceptual tool terra ludus, terra paidia and terra 
prefab allow us to understand and compare how videogames 
and virtual worlds spatially manipulate and control play. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Virtual worlds take the paraphernalia of digital games and 
construct places for multiple users, forming a continuum that 
includes games and social worlds, offering both gamic and non-
gamic forms of play. From the structured gameplay of World of 
Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment 2004) to the user-generated, 
freeform play of Second Life (Linden Lab 2003), virtual worlds 
offer a range of play in spaces that appear to be markedly 
similar in their design, construction and representation, 
notwithstanding stylistic differences. Spatiality is an important 
feature of both videogames and virtual worlds. Movement and 
agency in the digital construction of space is an essential part of 
their experience. Bernadette Flynn argues that spatial practice is 
a significant element of gameplay and navigating space a 
cultural act [9]. Understanding how spatiality affects play is 
crucial to understanding videogames and virtual worlds. 
 
Lisbeth Klastrup defines a virtual world as “a persistent online 
representation, which contains the possibility of synchronous 
interaction between users and between user and world within 
the framework of a space designed as a navigable universe” 
[12]. A videogame can be a virtual world, but not all 
videogames are virtual worlds. Where videogames can be 
single-player, temporally succinct events, virtual worlds are 

necessarily multiplayer, continuing constructs. Klastrup 
continues the definition, virtual worlds are “worlds you can 
move in, through persistent representation(s) of the user, in 
contrast to the represented worlds of traditional fictions, which 
are worlds presented as inhabitable by real people, but not 
actually habitable”. The representation of the user is both the 
point at which the player can exert agency on the environment 
and a representation of that user that other people see. Richard 
Bartle notes the importance of the player’s representation in the 
world, through which all interaction with the world and other 
players is enacted [1]. Like videogames virtual worlds are 
spatial constructs, Bob Moore states “virtual worlds not only 
provide social networking features, they also provide the world 
in which you meet people and play with” [18].  
 
Tony Walsh also sees a virtual world as a place that you visit, a 
digital place that is typically graphical, multi-user, online and 
persistent [23]. He notes that virtual worlds exist on a 
continuum between games and social worlds. Where gamic 
virtual worlds tend towards combat, exploration, resource 
gathering, character development and trade, non-gamic virtual 
worlds offer shopping, avatorial modification, social contact, 
economic activity, property development and cultural events as 
primary activities. Videogames and virtual worlds overlap, 
virtual worlds are both a subset of videogames and an extension 
of them. Videogames prescribe what kinds of play can occur, 
guiding player experiences through predefined routes, while 
non-gamic virtual worlds present a range of spaces and tools for 
the player to construct their own experience. Places like Second 
Life offer what is known as a sandbox experience where the 
user can generate world items including fashion, architecture 
and events, trading them in an open market. In contrast World 
of Warcraft delineates gameplay through quests, generated 
enemies and zoning of land. Walsh notes that game-orientated 
virtual worlds have a system of rules with universal goals 
surrounded by fiction and socially orientated virtual worlds also 
have a system of rules with varying goals with or without a 
story. 
 
Play is in part formed and controlled by gamespace. “Play is the 
free space of movement within a more rigid structure” 
according to Salen and Zimmerman [19]. Play, as spatially 
embedded, is constrained by what actions are enabled by the 
predefined structure of gamespace. Ian Bogost argues what we 
really do when we play videogames “is explore the possibility 
space its rules afford by manipulating the game’s controls” [5].  
Gamespace contains a range of possibilities of play, a range 
whose scope is broadened by including non-gamic virtual 
worlds in the discourse. This paper aims to analyse the 
spatialization of play in videogames and virtual worlds by using 
paidia and ludus, terms introduced by Roger Caillois in his 



classic work Man Play and Games to describe an axis of play 
where ludus is commonly understood to refer to structured rule-
driven play and paidia to freeform play [6]. Ludus is associated 
with formal games and paidia with improvisation and 
imaginative play. Klastrup comments the experience of virtual 
worlds “as agreed-on pretence play or conscious performing, 
seem close to the notion of playing, of paidia” while ludus 
equates to the more gaming aspects of user experience [12].   
This paper argues that play is linked to space, terming this 
association as terra ludus and terra paidia. I then extend the 
discourse, describing a transitional construction of space where 
illusions of spatial choice are termed as terra prefab. 

2. PAIDIA & LUDUS IN VIDEOGAMES 
& VIRTUAL WORLDS 

Videogames and virtual worlds encompass a range of activity 
that moves from structured goal-driven gameplay to open ended 
user-generated activity, which equates to an axis between play 
circumscribed by rules with defined goals and unstructured play 
without goal conditions. The continuum between game-
orientated virtual worlds and socially-orientated virtual worlds 
offers a continuum between worlds focused on ludus activity 
and worlds focused on paidia experiences. Gonzalo Frasca uses 
philosopher Andre Lalande’s definitions to clarify Caillois 
terminology for videogames. Transposing Lalande’s meaning of 
jeu as games, which have a result or a winner and loser, and as 
play, which has no goal outcomes, Frasca redefines paidia and 
ludus. Paidia becomes a type of physical or mental activity with 
no defined objective or useful objectives that is undertaken 
purely for the player’s enjoyment. Ludus is a form of paidia that 
operates under a system of rules outlining victory or defeat 
conditions. Frasca notes, “paidia videogames have no pre-
designated goal” and no defined win situation, the player can 
designate their own goals [8]. 
 
However Ralph Koster questions the validity of defining games 
by their rule set, arguing that paidia activities generally have 
more rules, not less, than ludus games and that paidia and ludus 
describe a spectrum between how many of the games rules have 
been codified. He argues that paidia “generally “imports” rule 
sets derived from a vast array of cultural assumptions” whereas 
ludus games have rule sets that have been tightly defined. 
Koster also states that ludus games “nonetheless have an 
assortment of rules that are implied but not stated that are part 
of the cultural practice of game playing [13]. Stephen 
Sniderman’s article on unwritten rules supports this argument, 
players follow many unspoken rules including the etiquette, 
sportsmanship and conventions of any game [21]. For Koster 
each type of game contains unformalised rules. Both Frasca and 
Koster argue that as we define paidia goals to ourselves games 
tend toward ludus. Koster redefines the spectrum between 
paidia and ludus, from ranging from structured games to 
freeform play, to being between formalised rules and un-
formalised rules.  
 
Using both Frasca and Koster’s understanding of Caillois terms, 
the spectrum between paidia and ludus in relation to 
videogames and virtual worlds operates between ludus as 
structured goal-driven activity, with clearly defined or 
formalized rules, and paidia as freeform activity, with 
undefined goals and undefined but implicit or informal cultural 
rules. Videogames like Tetris clearly enable play as ludus, 
while Second Life operates as paidia. 
 
Space is significant to play. In discussing Caillois use of the 
terms Chris Bateman infers that ludus can be seen as “a 

synonym for the explicit rules of a game”, including the rules of 
the game, the rules that set out the game’s goals and the rules 
which dictate the components of the game [3]. Bateman notes 
that rules that set out the components of the game might include 
such things as the dimensions of the playing field. The rules of 
cricket dictate a series of spatial conditions, such as the size and 
shape of the oval and the set out of the pitch. Yet cricket is also 
played in the street where those spatial conditions are more 
informally applied. If you hit the ball over the neighbor’s 
garage you score four runs. In both cases spatial rules are 
integral to the game and the designated space part of the set 
conditions in which the game is played. In videogames these set 
conditions are coded in. The code is the designer’s method of 
controlling what occurs in that space. 
 
But paidia can appear to be ironically contradictory to the 
algorithmic nature of digital spaces; their worlds are governed 
by procedural rules and as such seem akin to ludus. Bateman 
suggests that for videogames we need to distinguish between 
the substructure of a game world and rules of the game played 
out in it. He argues if the game world closely resembles the 
physical world then players take this coded phenomena as a 
given, in the same way that games played in the real world do 
not define every aspect of their environment. Gravity is a given 
element for games played in the physical world and when coded 
into games can also be taken as a given. Movement in a 
platform game is analogous to movement in reality and part of 
an assumed set of abilities, and therefore is not part of the 
gamic rules and not definable as ludus. The fact that this 
movement must be programmed to occur is irrelevant. 
 
However the distinction between game rules and the 
substructure of a game is ambiguous. Bateman notes that 
differentiating between game rules and substructure is hugely 
subjective. Gamespace and how we are able to act upon it must 
be considered as part of the rules of the game, because taking 
play as separate to space is problematic in a number of ways. 
Gamespace is specifically constructed for particular forms of 
play; it forms and regulates play, operating in patterns of spatial 
use [17]. Gamespace controls player agency, including 
movement, in ways different to reality and players must learn 
the spatial rules of the game in order to succeed in many games. 
Rather than ignoring environmental rules they can be 
understood as enabling paidia when those rules are set in place 
to enable player freedom. Despite the steep learning curve to 
moving and making in Second Life its spatial rules ultimately 
enable player freedom, unlike ludus games like Tombraider that 
constructs play with strict spatial rules. 
 
Frasca notes that the game environment in part determines the 
player’s ability to perform paidia activity [8]. Bateman notes, 
“A video game requires formal rules or procedures to exist, but 
if we want the player to play freely, we need to construct these 
rules in a form that supports self-expression (or the illusion of 
self-expression, created by anticipating the most likely free 
choices and implementing them)” [2]. Gamespace designates 
the set conditions in which ludus and paidia take place. Paidia 
and ludus describe an axis that exists in videogames and virtual 
worlds, between spaces that support ludus and those constructed 
for paidia. 

3. TERRA PAIDIA, TERRA LUDUS 
The spatial implementation of paidia and ludus in the 
artificially constructed environments of videogames and virtual 
worlds, can be phrased as terra ludus and a terra paidia, the 
former a land of goals and rules and the latter a land of free-



play. If ludus refers to structured play with designated goals and 
formalised rules, and paidia refers to freeform play with no pre-
determined goals and unformalised rules, then we can examine 
how paidia and ludus operate in space by examining how goals 
and rules operate in space. For Axel Stockberger goal 
conditions and navigational freedom are implicated in the 
spatialization of paidia and ludus [22]. Terra ludus and terra 
paidia refer to the spatial implementation of paidia and ludus 
through the spatialization of goals and rules, where goals set out 
spatial conditions to be met and rules refers to the regulation of 
play in space. 
 
Rather than detailing the myriad of different spatial goals found 
in videogames we can understand goal conditions as spatially 
implemented in three main ways – as formal spatial goals, as 
informal spatial goals and in support to game goals. 
 
One: As Formal Spatial Goals. Goals are integrated into 
gamespace formally when there are explicit spatial terms or 
demands stated in winning conditions or included as part of 
achieving predesignated goals. Spatial goals include 
requirements that ask players to gain control over space or act 
upon space in a specific way. Rise of Legends single-player 
campaign contains scenarios asking the player to capture all of 
the enemy’s cities. Goals are also formally spatialized when 
there are specific navigational requirements presented as part of 
a goal, which can include the giving of spatial directions in 
quests. Videogames often incorporate formal spatial goals while 
social virtual worlds rarely do. In EVE Online (CCP Games 
2003) spatial goals include the transportation of packages to 
specified locations, while there are no spatial imperatives in 
Second Life. Single player games tend to invest more heavily in 
formal spatial goals. Call of Duty (Infinity Ward 2003) sets 
overall spatial goals, such as assist in the capture of Pegasus 
Bridge, and sets individual spatial targets for the player to 
achieve, such as locate the V2 launch site. A terra ludus 
includes formal spatial goals, a terra paidia does not. 

 
Two: As Informal Spatial Gaols & Defined Spatial 
Challenges. Spatial goals can be incorporated in videogames 
through less formal means, through unstated spatial goals and 
spatial challenges. Spatial goals that are unstated in a goal but 
are necessary for the completion of that goal can be considered 
as informal goals. If a quest asks you to find a sword, but you 
need to cross an ocean in order to do so, then crossing the ocean 
is ancillary to the formal goal.  

 
Gameplay can also incorporate informal goals as spatial 
challenges. Spatial challenges are a pattern of spatial use where 
gamespace “directly challenges the player’s skill, reflexes, 
memory and intelligence” [17]. Single-player games like Tomb 
Raider 2 (Core Design 1997) are one long spatial challenge, to 
move through the space is the ultimate unstated goal of the 
game, to win the player must negotiate environmental obstacles 
and solve problems of navigation. Each spatial challenge sets 
intermediary victory conditions to the more formal goal 
conditions. Where the explicit goal of Tombraider 2 is to 
retrieve the Dagger of Xian, the majority of gameplay is 
composed of the informal challenges of navigation and 
environmental puzzles.  
 
Challenge spaces are characteristically ludus but players can 
also set their own spatial challenges as paidia. In World of 
Warcraft the airfield above Ironforge, which can be seen only 
from the flight path, presents an implicit challenge to players 
who set out to find ways in which the supposedly impassable 
hills surrounding the airfield might be climbed. Rather than no 

spatial challenges a paidia landscape contains no pre-designated 
or compulsory spatial challenges. Second Life does not set out 
spatial challenges; however the player is free to make up a 
spatial challenge in response to the landscape. A terra ludus 
incorporates informal spatial goals and defines spatial 
challenges, a terra paidia does not. 
 
Three: To Support Game Goals: Videogames also spatialise 
game goals when gamespace is constructed to support game 
goals. Strategy games like Starcraft, where resources essential 
for the game’s progress are embedded in gamespace, link 
gamespace with the game’s primary goal of defeating an 
opponent. The layout of space influences the spatial tactics and 
responses the player might make, but does not prescribe how 
the player might achieve the game’s goal. A player in Starcraft 
might use a Zerg rush, where the player quickly make a number 
of weak cheap units, to overwhelm an unprepared opponent, 
rather than a careful gathering and control of resources. 
However the player using the Zerg rush must still use the 
resources embedded in gamespace to enable construction of 
zerg units.  
 
Nearly all contested spaces, where space is a setting that 
influences a predefined conflict [17], construct gamespace to 
support their goals. Gamic virtual worlds also construct their 
environments in a way that closely relates to their goals. World 
of Warcraft spatially zones danger and difficulty of tasks, which 
then spatialises character progression. To level up is both the 
paramount goal of the game and a spatially regulated task. 
Obviously a virtual world must have pre-set goals for space to 
be able to support them, but it is possible for a world to have 
predesignated goals and for space to not be closely linked to 
them. Paidia worlds like Second Life have no pre-set goals; its 
diversiform space is not tied to any conditions. A terra ludus 
links gamespace to game goals, a terra paidia does not. 
 

********** 
 
The link between game goals and the environment is explicit or 
clearly traceable in gamic worlds. Gamespace can be connected 
to a game’s goals in a number of overlapping ways. Gamespace 
can be explicitly mentioned as part of a game’s formal goals, it 
can act as an unspoken or subsidiary goal or it can act as 
component that supports a goal. A terra ludus uses formal 
spatial goals, sets informal spatial goals and defines spatial 
challenges, and its objectives are implicated in its construction 
of space. In contrast a terra paidia has no clear spatial goals, 
does not define spatial challenges or construct its space to 
support goals. Terra ludus and terra paidia are defined by 
spatial goal conditions, but paidia and ludus are also 
implemented through the regulation of play, where the virtual 
space dictates specific ways in which we can interact with the 
world. Staffan Bjork and Jussi Holopainen describe rules as 
limiting the player’s range of actions, both enforcing particular 
actions and the order of actions [4].  In effect the explicit and 
informal rules of the virtual world set out the limits of what it is 
possible to do within that world. In operation paidia and ludus 
are spatialised by limits and restrictions to spatial freedom, 
through what Alexander Galloway designated as move acts or 
expressive acts [10]. However the divide between videogames 
and non-gamic virtual worlds narrows when it comes to spatial 
rules. Spatial rules are characteristic, rather than diagnostic, of 
the spatial implementation of ludus and paidia. 
 
Rules are spatially implemented in three main ways – as move 
acts, as expressive acts and as creation acts. 
 



One: As Move Acts. Rules control how players move through 
space. Move acts can be controlled through the construction of 
the environment, using spatial elements as barriers and 
channels. Move acts can also be controlled by gameplay rules, 
such as the coding of player agency or the setting of 
prerequisite conditions to progression through space. Nearly 
every virtual environment offers the player control over the 
speed and direction of travel of their agent in space, be it an 
avatar, an army, a machine or a mouse pointer. Some virtual 
worlds and videogames adhere to the constraints of ordinary 
space, others allow the player to fly and jump impossible 
distances.  
 
While there is no clear distinction in movement abilities 
between videogames and social virtual worlds they exhibit a 
range of control in navigational freedom. Second Life allows 
players to walk, run, fly and teleport freely in space, it offers 
almost complete autonomy of movement. World of Warcraft 
appears to enable a similar freedom of movement but sets 
constraints and limitations to those abilities. Flight and 
teleportation are restricted and the environment abounds with 
physical boundaries that separate the world into a patchwork of 
distinctive zones, segregating players according to their level. 
Call of Duty is more restrictive, it sets out paths interspersed 
with open zones that offer limited branches. These zones always 
end in a bottleneck that reduces options to a single path.  
 
Likewise Lord of the Rings: Battle for Middle Earth 2 (EA Los 
Angeles 2006) limits move acts with environment boundaries. 
The player’s army is hemmed into engagement zones by non-
navigable portions of the landscape. A hill or river operates as a 
wall, creating a no-go zone and dividing the map into distinct 
and sharply separated areas of access and denial [16]. 
Restrictions to move acts also occur with non-visual 
manifestations of player agency. Tetris (Alexey Pajitnov 1985) 
restricts the player to rotating or speeding up blocks, within a 
rectangular frame. A terra paidia does not need to limit or 
regulate movement, whereas a terra ludus has a vested interest 
in delivering the player to narrative events or in controlling the 
way in which a player moves through gameplay. A terra ludus 
controls or limits movement, a terra paidia does not. 
 
Two: As Expressive acts. Rules control what players can do in 
space. But to code in all imaginable actions is impractical. 
Videogames often contain a greater range of possible actions 
than non-gamic worlds. The virtual world Club Penguin (Club 
Penguin Entertainment 2005) is limited in the amount of actions 
it makes possible compared to Prince of Persia: The Sands of 
Time (Ubisoft 2003). An involved narrative can demand a 
greater range of actions than a purely social world does. Rather 
than the amount of actions possible in the virtual environment it 
is the spatial control and restrictions over those actions that 
differentiate terra paidia and terra ludus.  
 
Gamespace can force players to perform specific spatial actions 
or limit the possibilities of what the user can do. Actions in 
Prince of Persia are spatially contextual; the player must do 
certain actions in certain areas to progress while other actions 
can only be done in certain areas. In a strategy game like Lord 
of the Rings: Battle for Middle Earth 2, many actions are 
context specific. Tower guards are created in a barracks 
building, hero units in a fortress. Each building offers a 
different menu of possible actions. A terra ludus spatially limits 
or dictates what actions can or must be taken. There are set 
rules about what takes place where. Conversely a terra paidia 
allows actions to take place anywhere in space, any time. 

Beyond ownership of land there are no rules about what can be 
done where in Second Life. 

 
Three: As Creation Acts. A different kind of expressive act 
occurs when we alter or create gamespace. Second Life allows 
users to permanently create and change both terrain and 
architecture, within a limit described only by the user’s ability 
and the amount of space available. Players have total control 
over space they own and can potentially create versions of 
anything. Paidia is spatially enabled by the player’s ability to 
create the environment and code environmental interactions. In 
contrast World of Warcraft allows no manipulation or creation 
of gamespace. The player cannot alter gamespace in any 
meaningful manner. Quest outcomes only temporarily change 
gamespace, which reverts to statis within a short time. To allow 
players to permanently change space would affect the 
playability of the carefully constructed ludus quests. As part of 
the continuum between ludus and paidia, some videogames 
factor creation and destruction into gameplay, acts which 
indelibly change gamespace. Company of Heroes (Relic 
Entertainment 2006) allows demolition as a game play 
mechanic, destroying a building reduces cover for the enemy. 
But these acts occur within predetermined parameters, carefully 
controlled so that they cannot subvert the goals of the game. A 
terra ludus tightly controls or denies creation acts, while a terra 
paidia offers users freedom in creating gamespace and objects. 
 

********** 
 
Paidia and Ludus are spatially instigated through goals and 
rules in six main ways. An archetypal terra ludus would be a 
space that was specifically generated to fulfil predetermined 
goals, which contained spatial goals and defined spatial 
challenges. We could expect this resolute terra-ludus to offer a 
single predetermined path through space, where the 
environment dictates context specific actions and gamespace is 
unable to be altered. Videogames like Tombraider not only 
seem ludic in their presentation of a task-driven predefined 
story, they are profoundly ludic in their spatiality. Tombraider 
fulfils every category of a terra ludus (Table 1). 

 
 

Table 1. Spatial Goals and Rules  
in Tombraider and Second Life 
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Formal Spatial Goals  X 

Informal Spatial Goals /  
Defined Spatial Challenges  X 
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 Restrict Move Acts  X 

Restrict Expressive Acts  X 

Deny/Restrict Creation Acts  X 



A true terra paidia would allow the player freedom in spatial 
navigation, creation and agency. Considering paidia as spatial 
play is limited to what the player can do within gamespace, 
according to what actions and reactions are coded into the game 
environment, a quintessential terra paidia allows users to code 
anything or any effect into the environment.  It would contain 
no spatial goals; therefore its space is not bound to supplying 
the needs of those goals. In Second Life you can create anything 
you like within the boundaries of the space you own. There are 
no prescribed activities and no spatial benefits other than those 
that the user might generate. Second Life exemplifies free play 
in virtual space and operates as a terra-paidia (Table 1). 
 
Terra ludus and terra paidia refer to the spatialization of goals 
and degrees of freedom in spatial rules. As terms terra ludus 
and terra paidia combine reference to whether a space is 
designed for paidia or ludus and analyses how space 
implements them. As tools of spatial analysis they allow us to 
understand and compare how videogames and virtual worlds 
manipulate and control our experiences in their space. Because 
terra ludus and terra paidia describe a continuum in the 
spatialization of play (as ludus and paidia) many games and 
virtual worlds will not fit neatly into one category or another.  
Many will express a range of paidia and ludus elements in 
gamespace. The majority of videogames and virtual worlds 
express a tendency towards either ludus or paidia. By breaking 
down the spatialization of paidia and ludus into different 
categories it is possible to see where particular games spatially 
define the play experience. 
 
 

Table 2. Goal and Rule Conditions for World of Warcraft 
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A game like World of Warcraft, with its level-driven online 
socially active virtual space, clearly offers more navigational 
freedom than Tombraider but still controls movement through 
the progressive relationship between the player’s character and 
zone difficulty. Players are first denied space by its dangers and 
then driven to find new challenges. Though the player can 
return to earlier parts of the game world, the space becomes 
increasingly quiescent as the player gains higher levels. In terms 
of expressive acts, many acts are spatially dependant (such as 
mining) while others are not. Spatial challenges are not defined 
– the player is free to engage with them or not. World of 

Warcraft does however contain formal spatial goals, embedded 
in quests, and the landscape is clearly constructed to support 
these goals. It also restricts creation acts. In this way World of 
Warcraft predominantly operates as a terra ludus (table 2). 
Greg Costikyan acknowledges role-playing games combine a 
lack of victory conditions with a wide selection of goals [7]. 
World of Warcraft’s sense of expansive freedom comes from 
the wide range of goals to choose from and the navigational 
freedom offered within the hierarchical zoned structure of 
gamespace.  

3.  TERRA PREFAB 
In the continuum between terra ludus and terra paidia, some 
games are harder to define. Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas 
(Rockstar 2004) is celebrated for its inclusion of freeform 
activities while games like The Sims (Maxis2000) and SimCity 
(Maxis 1989) are touted as containing paidia in their lack of 
specific goals. Yet these games are clearly more spatially 
regulated than Second Life. Maaike Lauwert notes that a 
popular conception of Will Wright’s Sim games is “that they 
offer unlimited freedom to experiment, act out, create and 
destroy”, but concludes that the SimCity franchise does not 
operate as a borderless playground but instead contains 
considerable limits to player freedom. In comparison to non-
digital construction toys, which accommodate role-play and 
fantasy after their construction, Lauwert argues that SimCity is 
focused almost exclusively on the construction phase [14].  
 
Critiquing the production of city in SimCity Lauwert notes the 
game offers only one of Kevin Lynch’s three possible 
conceptual models for cities. SimCity is characteristically the 
practical city, a functional and pragmatic city commonly based 
on orthogonal grids. SimCity does not offer the cosmic city, 
whose layout is symbolic or spiritual, or the organic city. 
According to Lauwert, SimCity epitomises the sprawling 
American grid city, noting, “You do not start to build your city 
with a square or a church but by zoning and laying out the grid 
structure”.  
 
SimCity does allow gamers to create and install content for the 
game, using external software. Players can design and plug in 
their own buildings and items. Differentiating between the play 
activity in game as internal and the play processes that occur 
outside the game, such as the modding of content, as external, 
Lauwert notes that external play can change the games 
appearance and to a certain extent its workings but “players 
cannot change the variables that form the simulated cities”. For 
example players cannot create a mod allowing them to “build 
and manage a city according to New Urbanist principles”. 
Referring to a mod that introduces 3 types of saguaro cacti to 
SimCity’s vegetation, Lauwert notes that modding often just 
provides “more variations on the existing themes of the game”. 
Modding only extends the illusion of choice. 
 
In relation to spatial goal conditions SimCity sits between terra 
ludus and terra paidia in the continuum. SimCity does not have 
formal or explicit goals yet the landscape is clearly designed to 
do one thing only; build a city. There are clear spatial 
imperatives implied in the games construction and an implicit 
goal within the set of parameters given to the player. Frasca 
notes while there are no clear goals in SimCity many 
simulations contain rules of defeat [8].  The game then contains 
an implicit goal of avoiding or courting failure.  SimCity does 
not define any spatial challenges, players are free to choose or 
ignore difficult configurations of space. Yet the management of 
the city itself is a constant implicit spatial challenge, where 



gamespace forms gameplay. Rather than formal goals SimCity 
contains implicit goals. 
 
Similarly SimCity is ambivalent in how it implements spatial 
rules. It allows freedom of movement but sets that movement 
within a limited portion of space. Actions are regulated as 
object specific, but can be used across the entire game map. 
Finally SimCity is about creation of space but sets a number of 
constraints on that creation. Players are free to change the 
terrain, but the majority of creation options are limited to the 
free placement of pre-supplied objects within a set of 
parameters. Lauwert argues SimCity “is wide-ranging in terms 
of form but very explicit, detailed and specific in terms of 
content”. SimCity offers to the player a prefabricated set of 
choices, a list of types of civic installations, a pre-designed set 
of architectural objects, an inventory of services, allowing them 
to layout the city however they like, as long as they create a city 
with services that sits within the parameters of the game. The 
look of the city is determined by how well the player services 
the city and predetermined by the menu of possible buildings. 
 
Lauwert argues that Wright’s games have created a play world 
that enables paidia within a “ludus, rule–bound system”. 
Enabling a kind of regulated paidia out of prefabricated 
elements SimCity restricts creation and action to a prefabricated 
set of options. While it could be argued that the world 
community has enhanced paidia in SimCity modding only 
extends the illusion of choice. Positioned between ludus and 
paidia the seemingly freeform activity offers only a limited 
selection of choice and sets the player on predetermined paths. 
SimCity appears to offer a special kind of midpoint between 
terra ludus and terra paidia, operating as what we might call a 
terra prefab.  Rather than explicit formal goals Terra prefab 
sets out implicit spatial goals in the environment, where the 
construction of gamespace privileges specific activities. Terra 
prefab offers the semblance of choice through prefabricated 
components, elements whose usage is predetermined in 
gameplay. SimCity operates as a terra prefab (table 2).   
 
 

Table 3. Goal and Rule Conditions for SimCity 
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SimCity sets out creation acts as a process of selection and 
combination, where the player chooses from prefabricated 
elements. The concept of prefabricated choices in creation acts 
relates to Lev Manovich’s notion of selection, the assemblage 

of new media from ready-made parts. Manovich notes that 
through the process of selection “one does not construct a 
unique self but instead adopts already pre-established identities” 
[15]. SimCity offers authorship over gamespace through the 
selection of items, where the player customises gamespace 
through their choice of components. Combining selection with 
pre-fabricated elements in SimCity allows the game to push a 
particular agenda, focusing players on the process of urban 
planning. Prefabrication is a way of managing complexity, a 
limitation of choice for control of experience. Profoundly ludus 
games control the gameplay experience tightly while paidia 
games use little editorial or narrative control. A terra prefab 
however integrates the process of selection into gameplay as a 
way of allowing meaningful creation acts while maintaining an 
agenda. A terra prefab controls play through the implied and 
embedded bias in the construction of space.  
 
In comparison to ludus games like Tombraider many games 
appear to offer spatially unlimited play experiences, yet when 
compared with paidia worlds like Second Life their options are 
restrained. Sandbox games and games without strong goal 
conditions often use gamespace as a way of covertly controlling 
play, adopting elements of a terra prefab. In The Sims size and 
quality of space affect sim happiness, setting up an implicit goal 
of material possession.  Equally virtual worlds that 
predominately offer paidia can adopt elements of a terra prefab 
in their construction of space. Prefabrication is implicated in the 
user’s personal space in Habbo (Sulake Corporation 2000), 
where players buy set items to decorate a pre-rendered room. 
Terra prefab is about the implicit placement of spatial goals in 
the environment and the construction of gamespace to privilege 
specific activities. Terra prefab is also about the semblance of 
choice through prefabricated components, elements whose 
usage is predetermined. A terra prefab offers both a degree of 
autonomy and constraint. 

4. TERRA ENTROPIA 
Terra ludus, terra prefab and terra paidia describe a continuum 
between the insertion of goals into gamespace and the level of 
spatial control of that space by the rules. If Entropia Universe 
(Mindark 2003) contains both gamic and non-gamic activity, 
how do we categorise its space? Players are colonists on frontier 
planet, Calypso, equipped with an orange jumpsuit and set free 
in the environment. There are no formal spatial goals, but there 
are implicit goals in the hunting and mining economy that 
reward exploration and resource gathering. Other generated 
activities constructed and controlled by Entropia include 
manufacturing, tailoring, taming animals and beauty treatments, 
all of which are dependent on in-game resources. Equally 
Entropia allows the player to bypass resource grinding by 
investing real currency in the game to buy in-game items. Users 
can also set up enterprises outside of the organised activity of 
the game, including event management, speculative real estate 
and taxi services. Users can invest time in the constructed 
gameplay activities or ignore them to carve out self-generated 
activity, encountering a different world depending on whether 
they invest time or money.  
 
While there are no overtly stated goals in Entropia space is 
constructed to support occupations and their implicit goals. The 
world presents complete navigational freedom, tempered only 
by the dangers of the wildlife where level of skill and quality of 
weapons limits the player’s freedom. Florian Schmidt notes, 
“Chances of survival in the wilderness are slim, if not 
impossible, without investing in weapons” [20], thus 
reaffirming the primacy of organised occupations. A player may 



create their own goals, yet the environment privileges certain 
activities. A new player might create a goal of circumnavigating 
the continent, without partaking in resource grinding, but would 
mostly end up dying unless they expend real money on 
protective gear and weapons.  
 
Many activities are spatially regulated on Calypso, hairdressers 
need a stylist’s chair and miners must search the land for 
minerals. Other activities are less spatialized, yet all are reliant 
on context specific actions and materials sourced from the game 
environment. Players cannot freely create space, apartments and 
houses are constructed by the Entropia team. Players can make 
furniture but the use of prefabricated blueprints restricts what 
they can create to prefabricated elements. As a blend of gamic 
and social world Entropia offers players the opportunity to 
undertake a number of different roles, once you own a space 
ship you can taxi people between the planet and the space 
stations, you can speculate on virtual real estate, set up a virtual 
bank and exchange virtual money for real currency. Many of 
the games activities sit outside the understanding of play, 
activity undertaken for economic gain is unlikely to be 
described as paidia. Entropia promotes itself as being more 
than a game, yet retains control over its space, by adopting 
some of the characteristics of a Terra Ludus and Terra Prefab. 
Only by circumventing the traditional resource gathering 
structure through fiscal input can the player freely enjoy 
Entropia as a Terra Paidia (table 4).  
 
 

Table 4. Goal and Rule Conditions for Entropia Universe 
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3. CONCLUSION 
Play is spatialized through goals and rules. By investing the 
digital environment with spatial goals, overtly and implicitly, 
and by controlling player agency videogames and virtual worlds 
prescribe play. By understanding space as terra ludus, a land of 
spatial goals and rules, terra paidia, a land of spatial freedom, 
and terra prefab, a land of implicit goals and prefabricated 
choice, we can understand how different forms of play are setup 
by the environments of videogames and virtual worlds.  Terra 
ludus, terra paidia and terra prefab describe a continuum in the 
spatialization of play. They help us to understand spatial 
difference between gamic and non-gamic constructs. Social 

worlds offer spatial freedom to enable paidia, while 
videogames control their spaces tightly to create specific forms 
of play, delivering ludus. Other videogames appear to offer 
paidia in their lack of specific goals but are shown to tightly 
control player experience and direct gameplay through 
spatialization of implicit goals and restriction of choice, 
operating as terra prefabs. 
 
Through emergent gameplay users can subvert the designer’s 
intentions. Each algorithmic space contains the potential for 
both ludus and paidia. The more complex the space and the 
more agency the player has within that space the greater the 
possibilities for paidia. Terra ludus, terra prefab and terra 
paidia detail a predisposition of space towards particular forms 
of play but do not necessarily enforce users to play that way. 
King and Krzywinska observe that “it is possible in many 
games to switch between paidia and ludus” arguing that players 
can often choose to ignore the games directives and “simply 
play around” [11]. Terra ludus, terra prefab and terra paidia 
help us to understand the bias encoded within space and the 
intended uses of a space. 
 
The complexity of virtual worlds and modern videogames 
means that terra ludus, terra paidia and terra prefab as 
investigative tools are limited in their ability to describe them in 
their entirety; there is more to a videogame than its space. Terra 
ludus, terra paidia and terra prefab are strictly spatial 
interpretations of Caillois terms, there are always other 
influences and constructions of play occurring. Every game 
contains the possibilities for both forms of play through 
emergent gameplay, but terra ludus, terra paidia and terra 
prefab provides useful insights into how videogames and virtual 
worlds construct space for particular purposes. Terra ludus, 
terra paidia and terra prefab are useful in comparing different 
iterations of space and in understanding how space generates 
and influences play. As tools of spatial analysis terra ludus, 
terra paidia and terra-prefab allow us to understand and 
compare how videogames and virtual worlds spatially 
manipulate our experiences, highlighting the relationships 
between space and play.  
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